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**B1 Preliminary (PET)**
- Complete Preliminary (CUP)
- Exam Booster Preliminary (CUP)
- B1 Preliminary Authentic Practice Tests (CUP)

**B2 First (FCE)**
- Open World First (Student self-study pack w/answers) (CUP)
- Compact First (CUP)
- Exam Booster First (CUP)
- First Trainer (CUP)
- First 1, 2, or 3 (CUP)

**C1 Advanced (CAE)**
- Complete Advanced (CUP)
- Open World Advanced (Student self-study pack w/answers) (CUP)
- Compact Advanced (CUP)
- Advanced Trainer (CUP)
- Advanced 1, 2 or 3 (CUP)

**C2 Proficiency (CPE)**
- Objective Proficiency (CUP)
- Proficiency 1 or 2 (CUP)